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INTRODUCTION
This paper examines selected aspects of the issue of
sustainable development.In its most general sense,
sustainable development is a process in which the present
generation's needs (e.g., food, shelter, energy) are
provided while the environment or stock of natural resources
is sustained for future generations.The concept originated
in the United Nations in the 1960s and has become prominent
as a central feature of that organization's development and
environmental philosophy, World Bank programs, Europe's
Green Party platform, and environmental associations such as
the World Resources Institute. (Batie, 1989)
Sustainable development strategies seek to address the
challenges facing the earth's life support systems.These
challenges include air and water pollution, extinction of
plant and animal species, and possible global warming.
Virtually all versions of sustainable development take
a global perspective, recognizing that some forms of
environmental stress, such as stratospheric ozone depletion,
threaten people in many nations and that, given the world's
massive and interdependent population, "the integration of2
environment and development is required in all
countries, rich and poor....No country can develop in
isolation from others." (WCED, 1987)
Because this paper is concerned with prospects for
sustainable development in the United States, I will
limit my discussion to this country, except where
otherwise indicated, realizing that a concerted
international effort and not action by one or a few
countries in isolation, would likely be needed to bring
into being the society and environment envisioned by
adherents of sustainable development.
The purpose of this paper is to determine the
extent to which sustainable development ideology is
reflected in current U.S. petroleum policy and to
suggest some explanations for the relationship between
sustainable development and policy.Section One will
provide an overview of sustainable development and
present two versions of the concept for the purpose of
policy evaluation.Section Two will examine U.S.
petroleum policy.Section Three will propose some
explanations for the discrepancy between sustainable
development and U.S. policy.
I will argue that at least three factors, apart from
the structure and decision-making process of the American
government, may account for the government's failure to
aggressively or even actively pursure a sustainable
development agenda.These factors are:1) widespread3
political inaction among Americans;2) negative
interpretations of sustainable development;and 3) a
similarity in the intentions underlying both sustainable
development and many of the problems it seeks to solve.I
will elaborate on these ideas in Section Three.4
SECTION ONE:SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
IWhat is Sustainable Development?
Sandra S. Batie notes a significant obstacle to
discussions of sustainable development:"the concept of
sustainable development is amorphous - it is perceived
differently by different people." (Batie, 1989)As such,
the phrase could be used by anyone with a regimen to
preserve the world's long-term health.A general definition
comes from the United Nations' World Commission on
Environment and Development (WCED):"Sustainable
development is development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs." (WCED, 1987)Other
definitions range in comprehensiveness from economist David
Pearce's requirement for "at least a constant stock of
natural capital, construed as the set of all environmental
assets" (Pearce, 1988) to a Costa Rican group's vision of "a
way of life based on individual and group responsibility,
social justice, and peaceful civil and international
relations." (Quesada-Mateo, 1990)
Sustainable development concepts do share some
fundamental goals, an examination of which will provide an
overview of the subject.Sustainable development advocates
believe that the achievement of these goals is crucial to
the establishment of a sustainable relationship between5
human activity and the natural world.These goals can be
paraphrased as:1) protection of the environment;2) a
more equitable distribution of resources among members of
the current generation as well as between the current and
future generations;3) technology that is environmentally
safe and directed toward the provision of social goods;and
4) changes in government attitudes, objectives, and
institutional arrangements that facilitate the integration
of economic and ecological concerns in decision making.
(WCED, 1987)I will discuss each of these goals separately.
1.Environmental Protection
All life on earth ultimately depends on the integrity
of ecological systems.Mankind's knowledge of these systems
is still imperfect.Aldo Leopold, like advocates of
sustainable development, believed that this partial
ignorance meant that people should treat the environment
with caution and respect."The land is one organism....
Only those who know most about it can appreciate how little
is known about it.The last word in ignorance is the man
who says of an animal or plant 'What good is it?'" (Leopold,
1949)Sustainable development seeks to respect the
interdependence and balance of the environment.Sustainable
development strategies focus on maintaining the flexibility
of social and natural systems through conserving
environmental options.Destroying a species or an area ofland's regenerative capacity forecloses environmental
options and jeopardizes the integrity of the total system.
Some specific methods of environmental preservation are
outlined below along with suggested implementations of that
accord with sustainable development ideology.
Environmental
Protection Method
Decrease pollution.
Minimize waste of resources.
Protect species and their
habitat.
Minimize management of
natural systems.
Make land use sensitive to
an area's natural attributes.
Example
Enforce stricter standards
for industrial emissions of
hazardous substances.
Make buildings and products
more energy efficient.
Establish more wilderness
areas in national forests.
Reverse human actions
causing declines in wild
fish populations rather
than add hatchery fish to
rivers.
Do not plant crop requiring
significant irrigation or
establish large communities
on arid land.
6
Sustainable development calls for recognition of the
fact that the biosphere can only assimilate so much
pollution before being damaged, perhaps irrevocably, and
that extinction of biological resources leads to a
"diminution and instability to the quality of life." (Batie,
1989)Hence, preserving the environment or enhancing it by
discontinuing damaging practices is a central tenet of
sustainable development.It should be noted that7
sustainable development does not advocate the conservation
of nature in its original state as a primary goal."It
implies, instead, a pattern of development minimizing (or
reversing) the degradation or destruction of the ecological
basis of production and habitability." (Quesada-Mateo, 1990)
2.Intra- and Intergenerational Equity
Sustainable development calls for a more equitable
distribution of resources among members of the current
generation as well as between current and future
generations.This call for equity is not grounded in moral
concepts of justice so much as in the desire for
environmental protection.In many countries, especially in
the Third World, people living in extreme poverty must cut
scarce timber for fuel, cultivate marginal land, and
otherwise damage the environment in order to survive.It is
believed that a more equitable distribution of wealth and
resources would relieve this poverty and preclude the
environmental damage associated with it. (WCED, 1987)
The need for a more even distribution of resources or
wealth within nations is not particularly evident in the
United States, although 1990 Census Bureau figures did show
that "inequality in the distribution of income has increased
substantially in the last two decades." (Pear, 1990)
Industrialized nations such as the U.S. figure more
prominently in the issue of distribution of resourcesamong8
nations.The U.S. consumes a very large proportion of some
resources.For example, America accounts for only five
percent of the world's population but consumes about 25
percent of the world's annual oil production. (NYT, 1/17/91)
The WCED notes that "Living standards that go beyond the
basic minimum are sustainable only if consumption standards
everywhere have regard for long-term sustainability." (WCED,
1987)Sustainable development requires a more responsible
use of resources by industrialized nations as well as an
increase in the standard of living in developing countries.
(WCED, 1987)
In industrialized nations, sustainable development
calls for new policies that will "reduce per capita
consumption and encourage a shift to non-polluting sources
[of energy] and technologies." (WCED, 1987)For developing
nations, a duplication of the consumption patterns of
industrialized countries is not considered feasible or
desirable.Instead, sustainable development recommends
increased international cooperation in the form of monetary
aid, trade agreements, and information exchanges that can
make poor nations more self-sufficient and, by raising the
per capita income of their citizens, reduce the damage
caused by people who must pressure natural resources to meet
their daily needs.A higher average standard of living in
the Third World might also ease population rates there by
reducing the incentive to have many children to contribute
to household income and provide a form of social security9
for members of the family who have become too old to work.
Diversification of the economies of developing countries is
considered one of the best ways to raise per capita income
in developing countries. (Quesada-Mateo, 1990)Many Third
World nations rely heavily of a few export commodities, such
as coffee or cocoa, which makes them vulnerable to crop
failures and price declines in international markets.Also,
land use devoted to export crops on a very large scale
"impoverishes many people and can increasepressures on the
natural resource base through overcommercialized agriculture
and through the marginalization of subsistence farmers."
(WCED, 1987)
Lower levels of consumption in industrialized nations
and a mitigation of the poverty in developing countries that
leads to environmental stress are viewed by sustainable
development advocates as a foundation for intergenerational
equity.This concept implies that the current generation
"must not compromise the ability of future generations to
meet their 'material needs' and to enjoy a healthy
environment." (Batie, 1989)If the current generation
treats the environment properly, future generations should
inherit a healthy world with adequateresources.However,
sustainable development does not assume that equityacross
generations will follow automatically from intragenerational
equity.The idea of responsibility to our descendants must
be a factor in all types of decision making. (WCED, 1987)
Talbot Page notes that "the costs of long-lived material10
wastes or material resource depletion are not certainties or
even mathematical expectations.The burdens associated with
resource use that we are placing upon the future are largely
risk burdens." (Page, 1977)Sustainable development seeks
to minimize those risk burdens by discouraging the processes
that create hazardous wastes and by maintaining the
ecological viability of the resource base.
3.A Reorientation of Technology
The billions of people on earth could not co-exist
without technology's complex network of machinery and the
results of scientific activity, such as medicine.While
acknowledging mankind's reliance on technology, many
sustainable development advocates view it with suspicion.
"Science and technology are seen more as problem-creating
than problem-solving." (Batie, 1989)Nuclear waste is a
good example of a problem created by technology.While many
people assume that technology will be developed to solve the
world's energy problems, there is no guarantee that this
will happen.No one has yet discovered a way to make
nuclear waste inert;currently, radioactive material is
"disposed of" by burying it underneath rocks. (LWV, 1985)
Sustainable development's view of technology recognizes both
its fallability as a deus ex machina and that "everynew
technology, even those designed to correct the problems of11
earlier technologies, brings unforeseen consequences."
(Norgaard, 1988)
Sustainable development calls not for the elimination
of technology but for a reorientation of it.According to
the WCED, "Most technological research...is devoted to
product and process innovations that have market value.
Technologies are needed that produce 'social goods,' such as
improved air quality or increased product life...."(WCED,
1987)Technology must also be "appropriate" under
sustainable development;that is, "not harmful to the
environment - 'it fits within the biophysical and
socioeconomic parameters of the environment on which it is
imposed' - and is respectful of and does not dominate the
needs of the local population, their culture, and their
natural environment." (Batie, 1989)The WCED recommends
formation of "national and international institutional
mechanisms to assess potential impacts of new technologies
before they are widely used, in order to ensure that their
production, use, and disposal do not overstress
environmental resources." (WCED, 1987)Sustainable
development would also encourage a shift away from
scientific research in highly specialized subjects to
investigation of the interaction and interdependence of
natural systems.12
4.Changes in Policy Decision Making
Sustainable development calls for a sincere commitment
to integrate economic and environmental considerations in
decision making.One obstacle to this goal in current
institutional arrangements is "the tendency to deal withone
industry or sector in isolation, failing to recognize the
importance of intersectoral linkages." (WCED, 1987)Thus,
sustainable development requires that institutions cooperate
in framing objectives and take into account the
repercussions that activities within their own sectorsmay
have in other areas.Richard Norgaard predicts that in an
era dedicated to achieving sustainable development, "Good
policy makers will be those who can lead enlightening
conversations between scientists with different disciplinary
backgrounds and between people of different cultures and
knowledges.These conversations may lead to a common
understanding but will be effective whenever they simply
reduce single-minded intransigence." (Norgaard, 1988)
Sustainable development would probably entail greater
government intervention in America's economic system which,
being based on competition, does not promote equityor
environmental preservation to the extent deemednecessary by
sustainable development advocates.Tougher environmental
laws wold probably be forthcoming, such as the phase-out of
chlorofluorocarbons mandated by the 1990 amendments to the
Clean Air Act. (Schneider, 1990)More significantly,13
environmental objectives would be integrated into all phases
of development policy, not just addressed in legislation to
mitigate ongoing ecological damage or clean up problems that
already exist.Major changes in America's economic system
to promote sustainable development would probably entail
revised definitions of progress.For example, an increase
in GNP might not be considered progress unless it was
accompanied by reductions in national energy use or
pollution levels.
Sustainable development would also require greater
cooperation at the international level, given such problems
as global warming which would not acknowledge national
boundaries.The achievement of greater resource equity
among countries would probably require an increased presence
of the Third World in decision making since "it is not
easily conceivable that advanced countries would
spontaneously take the initiative of introducing major
changes [that would significantly aid poor nations]."
(Gallopin, 1989)
IIThe Extreme Views
In the preceding pages I presented a general picture of
sustainable development.I will further clarify the concept
by analyzing the views that bracket sustainable development
at either end of the spectrum of ideology regarding the
earth's future.14
1.Cornucopians
People known as "cornucopians" find reason to believe
that the quality of life and of the environment will
continue to improve in the foreseeable future.Economist
Julian Simon supports this view by citing positive trends in
life expectancy, pollution abatement, food production, and
the ratio of wealth generated to hours worked. (Simon, 1989)
Cornucopians believe that human ingenuity isan
inestimatable asset that will devise technology and/or
substitiutes to solve natural resource problems.The
cornucopian view can be summarized as:"the world has been
moving along a trajectory of increasing enrichment and,
taking into account the potential of thenew techno-economic
revolution, the prospects for the future lookeven better."
(Gallopin, 1989)
Cornucopians believe that the pervasive, significant
changes in political and economic objectives and
environmental management that sustainable development
entails are unnecessary because economic and quality-of-life
trends are positive and there is "no persuasivereason to
believe that these trends will not continue indefinitely."
(Simon, 1989)They advocate a laissez-faire government that
allows human creativity to continue devisingnew
technological means to substitute or more effectivelyuse
resources and raise the standard of living.Cornucopians
would reject sustainable development policiesas not only15
unnecessary but potentially harmful because such policies
would curtail the implementation of some types of technology
and might modify the goals of research.
2.Deep Ecology
Advocates of the deep ecology movement believe that
piecemeal attempts to solve environmental problems within
existing socio-political frameworks are ineffectual.They
believe a fundamental change in human consciousness is
needed to replace "the idea of progress through technical
mastery of nature [which] has been central to Western
culture for several centuries." (Norgaard, 1988)This new
understanding would reject the anthropocentric idea that
nature exists to serve man in favor of the idea that all
living creatures and natural systems have intrinsic value
and a right to exist undisturbed by humans except to supply
the most basic needs.Human beings are merely one part of
the natural community rather than its ruler, under this
view.Deep ecologists believe that human population and
productions have usurped too much of the earth.They think
that no truly sustainable environmental balance will be
achieved unless human population drops significantly, much
of the world's development is dismantled, anda new value
system assigning man a more modest role in the natural world
becomes the basis for decision making.16
Deep ecology views sustainable development as an
ineffectual attempt to solve social/environmental problems
by tinkering with existing institutions and practives while
perpetuating the anthropocentric ideas that have given rise
to current problems. (Sessions, 1985)Sustainable
development does hold the continued existence of human
civilization as a predominant goal and primarily views
environmental preservation as a means to this end rather
than an end in itself.Deep ecologists believe that the
future of mankind and the environment will be in jeopardy as
long as such anthropocentric ideas prevail.
IIIThe Neoclassical Economic Paradigm
Sustainable development is a paradigm for economic
analysis and resource use.As such, it conflicts in several
important respects with the current dominant paradigm in
American economics, the neoclassical paradigm. (Batie, 1990)
I will briefly describe the main points of the neoclassical
paradigm and then describe how sustainable development
argues against these points.It is important to understand
the tension between the two concepts because, in order to be
successful, sustainable development will probably have to
supplant the neoclassical model.The two concepts differ so
significantly in their fundamental premises that their
integration or functional co-existence is unlikely.17
Generally speaking, the neoclassical economic paradigm
comprises the following assumptions:
* Resource scarcity is relative, not absolute, because
technology can provide substitutes.
* Price changes are the best guide for the allocation of
resources because rising prices for scarce resources will
spur development of substitutes.
* Values emanate from individuals' preferences and are
expressed by willingness to pay.Discrepancies in ability
to pay are disregarded.
* Progress is measured in quantitative terms suchas GNP.
The model acknowledges no limit to growth.
* Economic systems are mechanistic, capable of moving
forward and backward along a continuum.This implies that
actions are reversible.
* Pollution can be controlled through market adjustments
such as fees.
The economic model assumes that resource scarcity is
only relative because technology can provide substitutes.
Sustainable development challenges the belief that18
technology can always provide alternatives for natural
resources.New technology may not be discovered, may create
new problems, or may be hard to implement in a timely,
predictable fashion.The neoclassical paradigm also assumes
that prices are the best allocator of resources because
rising prices for dwindling resources should encourage
development of substitutes.Sustainable development does
not advocate relying on prices alone as a guide toresource
use.Because prices do not reflect externalities, or
secondary consequences of the production process such as
pollution, prices may encourage resource use that has
harmful ecological effects.Irreversible environmental
damage may occur long before prices rise high enough to make
substitutes economically attractive.This may be the case
with petroleum products, as discussed in Section Two of this
paper.
Sustainable development does not hold that valuesare
merely reflections of individuals' preferences, evinced by
willingness to pay.The concept of sustainable development
implies that a commitment to environmental protection and
responsibility to future generations are values with special
importance.Sustainable development's emphasis on improving
the condition of the poor and encouraging wealthy nations to
discipline their resource consumption does not fit with the
neoclassical paradigm's implication that the preferences of
people able to pay will predominate.19
The economic model measures progress in quantitative
terms such as GNP and acknowledges no limit to growth.
(Batie, 1990)Sustainable development holds that the
biosphere imposes absolute limits on economic growth,
notably through "the limits of the assimilative capacity of
the environment with respect to waste residuals from human
activities." (Batie, 1990)Because sustainable development
assumes that there are environmental limits to what mankind
can safely do, its conception of progress is not necessarily
best expressed by numbers such as GNP that hopefully get
bigger each year.Sustainable development might measure
progress in alternative forms such as improvement in
environmental quality.
Sandra S. Batie also notes that the neoclassical
paradigm abstracts from the natural world witha
"mechanistic view of the world [that] results in
neoclassical economists searching for optimal solutions,
equilibrium positions, and reversible actions." (Batie,
1990)Sustainable development, on the other hand, views the
world as a place subject to irreversibility, unstable
systems, unpredictable systems changes, disequilibriums, and
non-incremental events, and requiringan economic paradigm
that acknowledges these attributes.While the neoclassical
paradigm treats the environment and naturalresources as
static components of equations, sustainable development
demands a more central role for the environment in economic20
calculations and a realistic evaluation of the
vulnerabilities and limits of the natural world.
The neoclassical paradigm's assumption that pollution
can be controlled through market adjustments such as fees is
the aspect of the model most reconcilable with sustainable
development.There is not yet clear evidence to determine
whether market adjustments could in fact eliminate the
problems of pollution because appropriate fees have not been
calculated or implemented on a wide scale.It might be very
difficult to determine an "acceptable" level of pollution
and appropriate fees because the cumulative and interactive
effects of pollutants on the environmentare not fully
understood.What are considered safe levels of emissions
now might suddenly prove to be too high in the future.In
any case, sustainable development calls for a more
comprehensive strategy than feesor incentives to address
the problem of pollution.As far as they can be determined,
the full ecological costs of pollution must be internalized
in the production process.Such actions would probably
entail new definitions of property rights for suchcommon
pool resources as air and rivers.Sustainable development
policies would clearly establish the obligationof those who
jeopardize the ecological health ofcommon pool resources to
minimize and repair the consequences of their actions.
Furthermore, sustainable development holds that
"environmental objectives must be built into taxation, prior
approval procedures for investment and technology choice,21
foreign trade incentives, and all components of development
policy." (WCED, 1987)
IVTwo Versions of Sustainable Development
A rigorous and standardized definition of sustainable
development may emerge as discussions of the concept
continue in coming years.Definitions of sustainable
development currently range widely in terms of the
practical, moral, and social concepts that they umbrella
under the phrase.However, sustainable development concepts
do involve some kind of modification of government
institutions and socio-industrial processes to ensure that
current and future generations can meet their needs within a
healthy natural environment.It seems to me that the main
factor that will influence formation of a more detailed,
practical definition of sustainable development is the
conflict between economic and environmental interests.The
main point of contention will probably be the degree to
which economic decisions will be influenced by environmental
considerations.Because a widely accepted definition of
sustainable development has not yet emerged, I will propose
two versions of sustainable development for the purpose of
policy analysis rather than overlook the tension between
economic and environmental interests or anticipate the
outcome of the debate by weighting one factor more heavily
than the other within a single definition.22
1.Economic Version
A sustainable development agenda stressing the
importance of economic considerations would probably
represent only a slight modification of existing
institutions and methods.It would likely maintain the
dominance of the neoclassical economic paradigm, since that
model appears to be an accepted standard for economic
efficiency, although two adjustments might be anticipated.
The first change would be acknowledgment that environmental
sustainability is a value warranting special consideration
in economic equations because its importance is vital but
not usually reflected in terms that the market system
recognizes, such as willingness to pay.The second change
would involve an attempt to redress the market's failure to
account for externalities through market adjustments.Tax
breaks for pollution abatement equipment or other types of
incentives would probably become morecommon, as would
emission quotas, fees, and the phasing-out of particularly
harmful substances or practices.These changes would
probably be gradual and otherwise made palatable to the
business sector.
2.Environmental Version
A sustainable development agenda stressing the
importance of environmental considerations would comprise23
strategies more ambitious than just internalizing the
environmental costs of production and development, although
the elimination of externalities would be a high priority.
Redistribution of resources to forestall environmental
damage attributable to extreme poverty, reduced levels of
resource consumption, phasing-out of the use of fossil fuels
and nuclear power, stricter environmental standards for
business and technology, and greater efforts to protector
restore the ecological integrity of the environment would be
goals within a sustainable development framework oriented
toward environmental protection.Because these efforts
would represent new or at least intensified objectives for
government and business, the structure and professed goals
of public and private institutions would likely change
significantly to reflect this environmental orientation.
VSummary of Section One
Sustainable development is a proposed method for
ensuring that the current generation can meet its material
needs while sustainaing a healthy environment and stock of
natural resources for future generations.While definitions
of the concept vary in comprehensiveness, they agree that at
least four goals must be achieved if sustainable development
is to succeed.These goals are protection of the
environment, a more equitable distribution of resources,a
reorientation of technology, and a better integration of24
economic and environmental considerations in government and
business decision making.Sustainable development ideology
lies between the extreme views of cornucopians, who believe
that technology will guarantee mankind a bright future, and
deep ecologists, who believe that a positive future requires
a fundamental shift in human thinking toward biocentrism.
Sustainable development, other than the "economic" version
that I set forth, conflicts with most tenets of America's
dominant economic paradigm and will probably have to
supplant that model if it is to be successful.Because a
specific definition of sustainable development that
addresses the tension between economic and environmental
objectives has not yet emerged, I proposed two versions of
the concept to be used for policy analysis.The version of
sustainable development stressing economic considerations
would merely grant environmental factors a premium in
economic calculations and internalize the environmental
costs of production through market adjustments.The
environmental version of sustainable development would
entail much more comprehensive strategies and significant
changes in government and business institutions.25
SECTION TWO:U.S. PETROLEUM POLICY
To analyze the congruence of U.S. policy and
sustainable development, I will focusupon petroleum policy.
I chose petroleum policy asa representative microcosm of
U.S. policy because oil playsa significant role in
virtually all sectors of theeconomy and affects virtually
every American's standard of living.In Section Two, I will
examine the relevance of petroleum tosustainable
development and then present an overview ofpast and current
U.S. petroleum policy.Finally, I will analyze this policy
in terms of the two versions of sustainabledevelopment
presented at the end of Section One.
IPetroleum and Sustainable Development
There are essentially three featuresof petroleum that
make it relevant to the issue of sustainabledevelopment:
1) oil is a finite resource;2) environmental problems
result from oil spills and the burningof petroleum;and 3)
the U.S. economy and military rely heavilyon petroleum and
petroleum products such as gasoline.I will expand each of
these points separately.26
1.A Finite Resource
Crude oil consists primarily of carbonand hydrogen
atoms although other elements, suchas sulphur or heavy
metals, may be present in small amounts.(Jones, 1988)
Crude oil is rarely used in its originalstate.Through
refining, crude is converted intoa range of fuels such as
gasoline as well as fuel oils, petroleumcoke, lubricants,
solvents, and petrochemicals.Known world oil reserves are
expected to last for about 50years at current rates of
consumption, although experts estimatethat new oil
discoveries should double that timeframe.The Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)controls over 75
percent of known reserves;the U.S. controls under three
percent. (ODOE, 1991)
Oil represents about 40 percent oftotal U.S. energy
consumption.Only about five percent of the oil used inthe
U.S. is utilized to generate electricity;approximately 65
percent is burned as fuel for transportation.(Schneider,
1991)Because the transportation sector accountsfor the
majority of petroleum consumption, itis likely that efforts
to introduce substitutes for petroleumwould concentrate on
that sector.
In accordance with the neoclassical economicparadigm,
rising prices for petroleum shouldspur development and
implementation of substitutes.While this may be true, two
other factors complicate the picture.Because exploring for27
new oil reserves is expensive and prone to failure,
companies only seek new fields aggressivelyif there is an
outlook for high oil prices. (Jones, 1988)High oil prices
also encourage the development ofnew extraction technology,
such as horizontal drillingor injection wells, that can
prolong the production life of establishedfields.Conse-
quently, rising oil prices work to increasethe supply of
oil as well as make substitutesmore economically
attractive.
The most promising substitutes for gasolineare
currently compressed naturalgas, methanol, ethanol,
liquified petroleum gas, and electricity.(ODOE, 1991)
While the technology exists to buildor convert vehicles to
run on these alternative fuels, thereare considerable
obstacles to widespread fuel switching.These difficulties
include producing the fuels, establishingre-fueling
stations, manufacturing the vehicles,and affecting a
significant portion of the approximately145 million cars in
the U.S. (Wald, 2/17/91)It will probably take several
years for oil prices to stabilize at levels highenough to
justify the expense of widespreadfuel switching.It is
estimated that oil prices would haveto more than double
from current levels of about $20per barrel to about
$45/barrel before widespread transportationfuel switching
would begin to be economically feasible.(Chevron, 1991)
The Oregon Department of Energyforecasts that crude oil28
prices will not reachan average price level of $45/barrel
before the year 2005. (ODOE, 1991)
2.Environmental Problems
There are basically three types ofenvironmental
problems associated with petroleum.These are contamination
of water and marine ecosystems by oilspills, smog and other
types of air pollution caused by burningpetroleum, and the
contribution to potential global warmingcaused by carbon
dioxide (CO2) released throughthe burning of petroleum.
Discharges of crude oil into bodiesof water can damage
marine ecosystems, the extentof the harm being determined
by the amount and composition ofthe oil spilled, the
geographical attributes of the site,and the success of
clean-up efforts.Oil spills can cause marinecreatures
such as sea birds, otters, and fishto die by asphyxiation,
starvation, and poisoning.The worst oil spill in U.S.
history occurred in 1989 whenthe Exxon tanker Valdez
spilled 250,000 barrelsor about 11 million gallons of crude
into Alaska's Prince WilliamSound.The spill created an
oil slick the size ofRhode Island "in the midst ofone of
the richest concentrationsof animals in North America."
(Shabecoff, 1989)
Most air pollution problemsassociated with petroleum
result from emissions resultingfrom the burning of
transportation fuels.Motor vehicles release significant29
quantities of hydrocarbons, nitrogenoxides, volatile
organic compounds, and carbonmonoxide.These emissions
interact with other componentsof the atmosphere to create
smog and related air quality problemscaused by ground-level
ozone and carbon monoxide. (USDOE, 1991)In 1970, the
Environmental Protection Agencyestablished National Ambient
Air Quality Standards(NAAQS) in an effort to protecthuman
health and the environment.Many major cities fail to meet
the NAAQS for carbon monoxideand ground-level ozone,
chiefly because of automobileemissions and industrial
activities involving the burningof oil. (USDOE, 1991)
According to the U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE),
despite large uncertaintiesregarding the existence and
potential consequences of thegreenhouse effect, "there is
sufficient credible scientificconcern to start acting to
curb the buildup of so-calledgreenhouse gases- several of
which are related to theproduction and use of energy."
(USDOE, 1991)These gases include CO2 andcarbon monoxide,
which both result from theburning of petroleum products,
especially gasoline.Greenhouse gases trap radiationfrom
the sun within the earth'satmosphere.A 1990 study by the
United Nations' IntergovernmentalPanel on Climate Change
predicted that the greenhouseeffect could result inan
increase of the globalmean temperature of two degrees by
2025 and five degrees before theend of the next century.
(IPCC, 1990)Scientists believe that suchtemperature
increases could cause thesea level to rise and agricultural30
belts to shift, among other effects.Carbon dioxide
currently represents about 55 percentof the potential for
warming (also known as radiative forcing)attributable to
greenhouse gases.The energy sector is believed to have
been responsible for about 57 percentof radiative forcing
during the 1980s. (USDOE, 1991)
3.Relevance to the Economy
Virtually all sectors of the U.S.economy use petroleum
or petrochemicals.The transportation sector is the biggest
consumer, accounting for about two thirds of allpetroleum
used in this country.Petroleum is used as a fuel in
industrial processes as wellas a raw material in the
production of plastics, textiles,pharmaceuticals, and other
products. (Chevron, 1991)Military vehicles and aircraft
are also largely dependent on petroleum.Consequently, oil
and oil prices have great relevanceto the country's
economy.Since the mid-1980s, the amountof oil consumed in
the U.S. has increased while domesticproduction has
steadily declined.In 1990, the U.S. imported 42 percentof
the oil it used at a cost of approximately$55 billion.
(USDOE, 1991)This is a significant flow ofmoney out of
the country.High oil prices can impair theprofitability
and competitiveness of industriesthat rely on petroleum.
Rising gasoline pricescan also encourage inflation as31
consumers seek wage increases to maintain their standardof
living.
IIOverview of U.S. Petroleum Policy
The U.S. petroleum industry and relatedpolicy measures
can be roughly divided into three eras:growth, regulation,
and non-intervention.I will examine the main features of
each era and present a chronology ofselect oil industry
events and petroleum policymeasures.Section Two will end
with an evaluation of currentpetroleum policy in terms of
sustainable development.
1.The Era of Industry Growth:1859-1958
The U.S. oil industry began withthe discovery of oil
in Pennsylvania in 1859.At first, petroleum was sold
mainly for use in lamps buta rapidly growing market for
lubricants and fuel emerged in theearly 1900s as the
automobile entered mass production.John D. Rockefeller's
Standard Oil trust controlled the industryby the late
1800s, although competitors developedfollowing major oil
discoveries in Texas, notably theSpindletop field struck in
1901. (Malone, 1989)Standard Oil was ordered to divest its
U.S. subsidiaries in 1911 under theSherman Anti-Trust Act.
However, three of Standard Oil's spinoffs,Exxon, Mobil, and
Chevron, retained their key status withinthe industry.32
Those three companies, along withShell, Gulf, Texaco, and
British Petroleum, makeup the "Seven Sisters" which have
dominated the international oil industryvirtually
throughout its history. (Sampson, 1975)
Consumption and production of oil inthe U.S. rose
steadily during the early part ofthe century.The U.S.
provided 80 percent of all Allied oilsupplies during World
War I and, following thewar, there developed a new
lifestyle based on cheap oil.Oil analyst Anthony Sampson
notes that, "The right to travelcheaply, to have cheap
electricity and cheap heating,became regarded as part of
American democracy...." (Sampson,1975)U.S. companies
expanded, seeking to join Britain andFrance in their
control of Middle East oil supplies.Until the 1950s, major
oil companies exercised greatauthority over Middle East oil
reserves under concession agreements with hostcountries.
The companies could explore forand develop fields in return
for relatively small royaltypayments.The very low cost of
crude oil from the Middle Eastand other countries, notably
Venezuela, led the U.S. to becomea net importer of oil by
1947. (Odell, 1983)
During the oil industry's first100 years, it developed
a peculiar relationship with the U.S.government.While the
government was ostensibly ina position to exercise control
over the industry through anti-trust andother types of
legislation, it instead extendedprotection to the
industry's investments throughtax laws and foreign policy33
choices and, what ismore striking, delegated diplomatic
authority in oil-producing countries"as far as possible to
the companies, and [regarded] themas an autonomous kind of
government." (Sampson, 1975)The oil companies' diplomatic
authority was especially prevalent inthe Middle East, where
the U.S. government was unpopularbecause of its support for
Israel.While oil industry interests andU.S. government
policy were probably inextricablylinked since World War I
or earlier, the government did not undertakemajor efforts
to regulate the industry during peacetimeuntil the late
1950s.
2.The Era of Government Regulation:1959-1979
The years 1959 through 1979saw significant government
efforts to regulate the price andsupply of oil in the U.S.
through import quotas and pricecontrol systems.By the
late 1950s, increasing U.S.dependence on foreign oil,
combined with political difficultiesof the Cold War, led to
concern over the security of the nation's oilsupply.Fidel
Castro's success in Cuba and theelection of a left-wing
government in Venezuela, whichhad threatened to nationalize
that nation's oilreserves, were considered particularly
threatening. (Jones, 1988)The government requested that
oil companies voluntarilyrestrict imports but, because
foreign crude was much cheaperthan domestic oil, compliance
was not widespread.Consequently, the Eisenhower34
Administration introduced theMandatory Oil Import Program
in 1959, which restricted importedcrude oil to a 12 percent
share of the market.Canada and Mexico were excludedfrom
the restrictions because theiroil shipments were not
considered to be at risk. (Odell,1983)The quota system
protected the market share of domesticoil producers and
provided cash flow and incentivefor them to increase their
oil exploration efforts inthe U.S.Major discoveries made
in Alaska during theyears the quotas were in effect (1959-
1973) were brought into fullproduction despite environmen-
tal and logistical problemsthat would have made them too
expensive to compete with importedcrude in the absence of
quotas. (Jones, 1988)By the early 1970s, U.S. oil
companies were having difficultymaintaining adequate
reserves in the face of steadily growingdemand, and
increases in the price of foreignoil eliminated the cost
differential between domesticand imported oil which had
made the latter so attractive.The quota system wasno
longer seen as a protection forthe domestic oil industry
and was eliminated in thesummer of 1973 although a small
tariff remained in effect.(Jones, 1988)
The 1970s saw major upheavals inthe oil industry.In
October 1973, OPEC made its firstunilateral price increase,
raising the price of crudeoil by 60 percent to $5.12per
barrel.Prices more than tripledto the $16/barrel level by
year end.The Arab members of OPEC imposedan oil embargo
on the U.S. from October 1973through March 1974 in35
retaliation for America's suport ofIsrael in the Arab-
Israel War of 1973. (Jones, 1988)In addition, OPEC members
nationalized their oil reserves duringthe mid-1970s, ending
the royalty and profit-sharing systems thathad been so
lucrative for U.S. oil companies.
National price controlson oil preceded these events in
the Middle East, having been imposed inAugust 1971 as part
of the Nixon Administration's EconomicStabilization Program
that placed ceilings on prices andwages of all manufactured
and traded goods and services inan effort to combat
inflation. (Eppen, 1975)Phase I of the progam froze oil
prices through November 1971;Phase II allowed small annual
price increases.In January 1973, voluntary ceilings took
effect and the oil industry did notadhere to them closely.
As prices rose sharply, the governmentreimposed mandatory
price controls on the 24 largestoil companies.This
created price discrepancies betweenthe supplies of
regulated and non-regulated companies.To remedy this
problem, a "two-tier" pricing systemwas introduced in the
summer of 1973.The two-tier system granted oil fromnewly
developed wells a much higher pricethan oil from fields in
production before themeasures were introduced, creatingan
incentive for companies to stepup their exploration and
development programs. (Eppen, 1975)
OPEC's price hike and embargo ledto oil shortages in
some parts of the country and prompted Congressto pass a
comprehensive program of oil price anddistribution controls36
known as the Emergency Petroleum AllocationAct (EPAA).The
EPAA's pricing provisions closelyresembled the two-tier
system already in effect.The Act also introduced a complex
regulatory structure that allocated crude oiland petroleum
products among oil companies and refineries.(Eppen, 1975)
OPEC's actions revived concernover the security of
America's oil supply.The government sought to increase
domestic production throughmeasures such as the Trans-
Alaskan Pipeline Authorization Act andto promote energy
conservation throughmeasures such as the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act (EPCA) of 1975.The EPCA extended price
controls through 1979, establisheda national stockpile of
crude oil known as the Strategic PetroleumReserve, and
introduced some energy conservationmeasures which are
discussed later in thispaper.With some adjustments, the
two-tier price control system remainedin effect throughout
the 1970s.Although the system was complex and expensiveto
implement, the two-tier pricecontrols were maintained
because they encouraged domestic oilexploration by offering
higher prices for new productionand helped prevent oil
companies from reaping windfall profitsfrom the dramatic
increase in world oil prices.(Jones, 1988)
The regulatory mechanisms imposedon the oil industry
during the 1960s and 1970swere essentially responses to
threats to the security of America's oilsupply.Import
quotas were meant to reduce growingdependence on cheap oil
from potentially unreliable countriesby protecting the37
market share of domestic oil companiesand providing cash
flow for domestic oil exploration.Comprehensive price
control and production allocation systems,and conservation
legislation were efforts toensure that the U.S. would have
adequate oil supplies in the wake of theOPEC embargo and
sharply higher prices for crude oil.However, price control
systems were not considered to bevery effective and began
to be phased-out during the late1970s. (Eppen, 1975)
3.The Era of Non-Intervention:1980-1991
The year 1980 marked the end of oil pricecontrols and
the beginning of a market-drivenor non-intervention era of
petroleum policy that still continues.Beginning in the
early 1980s, petroleum refinerswent from buying oil under
long-term contracts with producers tobuying delivery
contracts in an international commoditymarket setting.
(ODOE, 1991)The Bush Administration continuesto favor the
"free market" stance toward the oilindustry that became
well established during theReagan Administration.In 1989,
President Bush directed thata keystone of U.S. energy
policy should be continued relianceon the market.
"Wherever possible, markets should beallowed to determine
prices, quantities, and technologychoices...government
action should be aimed at removingor overcoming barriers to
efficient market operation."(USDOE, 1991)In fact, the
current administration refused toparticipate in a June 199038
conference between OPEC ministers and representativesof
oil-importing nations such as France,Norway, Britain, and
Germany because it believed that sucha dialogue represented
interference with free-market mechanisms. (Ibrahim,1991)
Nevertheless, many aspects of the non-intervention
strategy distinguish it as a deliberate, if relatively
subtle, policy.Compared to other countries, gasoline taxes
are very low in the U.S.American drivers pay about $0.35
per gallon in taxes versus at least $1.00 in most other oil-
importing countries and as highas $3.30 in Italy.
(Easterbrook, 1991)According to DOE, "This relatively low
fuel cost has dampened consumer interest inmore fuel-
efficient vehicles...." (USDOE, 1991)In addition, if
relatively cheap gasoline does not actuallyencourage people
to drive more, it probably does not promotethe use of
alternative means of transportation.
The government provides subsidies to allthe energy
industries in the form of tax breaks,program outlays for
energy agencies, and low-interest loans.Daniel Yergin's
recent book The Prize documents the long historyof
favorable tax treatment enjoyed by the oil industry.In
1984, analysts at the Rocky Mountain Instituteresearch
center calculated that the oil industry receivedabout $9
billion in subsidies, second only tonuclear power with $16
billion. (Sierra, 1991)These figures show that thegovern-
ment prefers to direct money toward the oilindustry rather
than renewable energy sources (e.g.,solar power,39
hydroelectricity), which receivedonly about $4 billion.In
1990, Congress adopted severalnew tax incentives proposed
by President Bush toencourage domestic oil exploration and
development, and deployment of enhanced oilrecovery
technology. (USDOE, 1991)
The National Energy Strategy (NES)released by DOE in
February 1991 is another indication ofgovernment policy,
although its recommendations have notall been approved by
Congress as of this writing.Perhaps the most striking
feature of the NES is its emphasison energy production and
its omission of conservationmeasures.The NES originally
proposed efficiency and conservationmeasures such as higher
fuel taxes and tougher gasolinemileage standards forcars,
but the Bush Administration's chiefof staff, chief economic
advisor, and budget directorthreatened to freeze the entire
document unless those proposalswere removed.The top
economic aides denounced theconservation measures as
"unacceptable government interferenceinto free markets."
(Rankin, 1990)The oil-related section of theNES focuses
on increasing the supply of domestic oil,chiefly through
opening 1.5 millionacres of Alaska's Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge for drilling,drilling in the Outer
Continental Shelf off the WestCoast when leasing deferrals
expire in 2000, developing oilfields on Alaska's North
Slope, and encouraging advanced oilrecovery technology to
prolong output from existing wells.The NES contains no new40
regulations, incentives,or taxes to promote oil
conservation or efficiency. (USDOE,1991)
Ironically, in an era of professednon-intervention
policy, recent U.S. military actionagainst Iraq may
represent the most significant governmentintervention in
the oil industry ever undertaken.Soon after Iraq seized
Kuwait in 1990, giving it effectivecontrol of about 20
percent of the world's known oilreserves, President Bush
announced, "Our jobs, our way of life,our own
freedom...will suffer if control ofthe world's great oil
reserves falls into the hands of Saddam Hussein."(Wald,
11/12/90)In 1990, the U.S, imported about 42percent of
the oil it consumed and about28 percent of those imports
came from the Persian Gulf.The U.S. is expected to import
about 65 percent of its oil by2010 and, according to DOE,
America's relianceon the Middle East as a source of supply
will grow. (USDOE, 1991)Although the government officially
cited several reasons for goingto war against Iraq,
stressing that nation's illegitimateaggression against
Kuwait, it is very likely thatprotecting U.S. access to
Middle East oil wasa significant incentive.41
4.Chronology of Select U.S. PetroleumIndustry
Events and Policy
I compiled the following table using theenergy-related
books, articles, and other publicationslisted in the
Bibliography.
CHRONOLOGY OF SELECT U.S. PETROLEUM INDUSTRYEVENTS/POLICY
YearOil Industry Events U.S. Policy Actions
1859Oil discovered in Pennsylvania
1883John D. Rockefeller establishesStandard Oil
1901Oil struck at Spindletop,Texas
1908Oil discovered in Iran
1911 Standard Oil ordered
to divest subsidiaries
under Sherman Anti-Trust
Act of 1890
1939Saudi Arabian production
comes on line
1947U.S. becomes net importer of oil
1950Western oil companies shift
from paying small royalties
to Middle East countries to
dividing profits with them.
By late 1970s, Middle East
countries directly control
their oil reserves.
1959
1960OPEC founded
1967Oil discovered in Alaska
Mandatory Oil Import
Program establishes
quotas for oil imports42
YearOil Industry Events U.S. Policy Actions
1969About 5,595 barrels of
crude spill off California
coast
1971
1973OPEC makes its first
unilateral price increase,
raising price of crude 60%
to $5.12/barrel.Price
hits $16/barrel byyear end.
Arab OPEC members impose
oil embargo on U.S.
(through March 1974)
1974U.S. oil consumption
drops for the first time
1975
1978
1979Shah of Iran deposed.
Crude prices hit $40/barrel.
Drilling lease
regulations tightened.
Offshore operators made
liable for cleaning
spills
Economic Stabilization
Program imposes price
controls on oil as part
of wage/price controls
on all goods & services
to combat inflation
Emergency Petroleum
Allocation Act sets up
two-tier pricing system
that distinguishes
between old and new oil
production.Act also
allocates crude oil and
petroleum products among
companies.
Trans-Alaskan Pipeline
Authorization Act passed
U.S. oil companies
granted anti-trust
waiver to participate in
strategy talks with oil-
producing nations
Energy Policy and
Conservation Act extends
price controls through
1979, sets up Strategic
Petroleum Reserve, sets
minimum fuel economy
standards for cars at
27.5 miles per gallon
Cabinet-level Department
of Energy established43
YearOil Industry Events U.S. Policy Actions
1980 Oil prices deregulated
Crude Oil Windfall
Profits Tax Act passed
1985Saudi Arabia abandons
attempt to stabilize oil
prices by curtailing its
production
1986Crude oil prices plunge
from 1985 level of about
$28/barrel to about $10/barrel
1989U.S. car population tops 143 million
Exxon tanker spills 250,000
barrels of crude oil into
Alaska's Prince William Sound
1990Iraq invades Kuwait, givingOil Pollution Act
it control of about 20%of establishes oil-spill
known world oil reserves prevention, response,
and liability program
1991
Congress plans to expand
Strategic Petroleum
Reserve to 1 billion
barrels
Clean Air Act amendments
call for cleaner-burning
gasoline and less
automotive emissions
U.S. military takes lead
in driving Iraq out of
Kuwait
National Energy Strategy
released44
IIIEvaluation of Policy
Virtually all sustainabledevelopment strategies would
greatly reduce and probablyeventually eliminate theuse of
petroleum because it isa finite resource, making economies
that depend upon it vulnerable,and because it contributes
to pollution and possibleglobal warming.I will evaluate
current U.S. oil policy in termsof the two versions of
sustainable development discussedat the end of Section One.
1.Economic SustainableDevelopment
The distinguishing featureof sustainable development
that emphasizes economicconsiderations is the
internalization of the environmentalcosts of production and
resource use through market adjustmentssuch as tax
incentives or fees.Current tax structuresencourage
petroleum use by keepingconsumer gasoline prices low and by
stimulating the explorationand development of oil fields.
The oil industry also receivesrelatively generous
government subsidies.
The likelihood of thegovernment changing the tax
structure to discourage theuse of petroleum or to raise
revenue to mitigate the adverseenvironmental effects of
petroleum use can perhapsbe gauged by the defeat in
Congress in 1990 of a bill toraise the federal gasolinetax
and by the NationalEnergy Strategy's commentson a proposed45
carbon dioxide tax.Some economists feel that the worst
external cost of fossil fuelmay prove to be global warming,
and that taxing CO2, the principlegreenhouse gas, would
prompt industry and motorists to reduceemissions.The NES
rejected the idea of a carbon tax, usinga rate of $135 per
ton in its analysis, saying that sucha measure would reduce
CO2 emissions by 10 percent by theyear 2000 but at an
expense of a 1.2 percent reduction in GNP, significantharm
to the economy, and a decrease in thecompetitiveness of all
U.S. industries that rely on fossil fuels.(USDOE, 1991)
Other analysts estimate thata CO2 tax of $100/ton would
cost the owner of an averagecar about $500 per year.
(Easterbrook, 1991)The NES states that it will address the
problem of greenhouse gases "by encouragingthe development
and deployment of new technologiesand instituting
constructive policies, without resortingto punitive
measures or new taxes." (USDOE, 1991)The government does
support research and development effortsand offer tax
credits for alternative transportationfuels such as
ethanol.However, it could take manyyears for oil prices
to stabilize at levels high enoughto make alternative fuels
cost effective.It does not appear that currentpetroleum
policy is dedicated to internalizingthe environmental costs
of oil use through market adjustmentsand is therefore
inconsistent with my definitionof economic sustainable
development.46
2.Environmental Sustainable Development
Although the Bush Administration refersto current
petroleum policy as "the successful policyof market
reliance," (USDOE, 1991) the governmentdoes not seem
committed to using market adjustmentssuch as taxes to
remedy the problems associated withpetroleum use.Since
government policy does not meet the minimalrequirements of
"economic" sustainable developmentas I have defined it,
current policy obviously does not fit intoa comprehensive
sustainable development strategy thatemphasizes
environmental preservation.Such a strategy would call for
significant efforts to reducepetroleum consumption and
eventually replace fossil fuelsas much as possible with
renewable energy that carries fewerenvironmental costs.
The contents of the NES and recentmilitary action that, if
only as a side effect, reinforcedthe security of U.S.
access to Middle East oil indicate that thegovernment does
not intend to phase-out petroleumuse in the foreseeable
future.
However, it is not accurate to implythat absolutely
nothing is being done to protectthe environment.The Oil
Pollution Act of 1990 should minimizepotential damage from
oil spills by requiring mosttankers and barges to have
double hulls by 2015 and by establishinga comprehensive
oil-spill preservation,response, and liability program.
(USDOE, 1991)The 1990 amendments to the Clean AirAct call47
for development of cleaner-burninggasoline by 1995 and for
new cars that produce less tailpipe emissionsby 1996.It
may also require improved automobile inspectionand
maintenance programs insome areas. (Gold, 1990)Corporate
Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standardsrequire that new car
fleets obtain an average 27.5 milesper gallon.However,
despite ongoing efforts inCongress to raise CAFE
requirements, they remain atthe same level as when they
were introduced in the Energy Policy andConservation Act of
1975. (ODOE, 1991)
The first year that U.S. oilconsumption ever declined
was in 1974 following OPEC's unilateral pricehike in 1973,
which drove oil prices fromabout $3/barrel to $16/barrel by
the end of that year.The reduction in U.S. consumption,
from 818,000 thousand metrictons in 1973 to 782,000 TMT in
1974, was primarily attributableto consumer "belt-
tightening" or temporary conservationefforts triggered by
sharply higher oil prices. (Jones,1988)However, the
government did initiatemore long-term conservationmeasures
such as CAFE standards and homeweatherization programs.
These and private-sectorefforts successfully reduced the
energy intensity of the economyor the amount of energy
needed to produce a unit ofGNP.DOE calculates that "in
1990 producing $1.00 worth ofgoods and services required39
percent less oil and [natural]gas than was needed in 1973."
(Wald, 6/18/91)Oil consumption in 1990was approximately
the same as in 1973.It should be noted that private48
enterprise rather than government-fundedresearch is
credited with developing mostof the product and design
innovations that have cutenergy use. (Easterbrook, 1991)
However, the trend toward energy efficiencyseems to be
ending as most of the obviousand relatively inexpensive
conservation measures have alreadybeen exploited.Some
analysts believe thatenergy efficiency declined in 1990as
new cars grew less efficient andsome energy-intensive
industries revived. (Wald,6/18/91)
While the government has takensome action to conserve
energy and reduce the level of emissionscaused by burning
petroleum, it does notappear committed to the phasing-out
of petroleum use called forby a sustainable development
strategy dedicated to environmentalprotection.This lack
of interest in an oil-freefuture may be best indicated by
DOE's budget for research anddevelopment of renewable
energy, which fell from $700 million in1981 to $129 million
in 1991. (Watkins, 1991)
3.Conclusion
While some policy mechanismsto address the
environmental problems associatedwith petroleum useare in
place, the magnitude of thepotential risks associated with
urban air pollution and globalwarming make it questionable
whether these regulations andrequirements (notably the
amended Clean Air Act)are sufficient to protect the future49
of the environment.The government shows little commitment
to reducing the nation's relativelyhigh consumption of oil.
Current policy is directed at ensuringan abundant supply of
petroleum and letting market pricesdetermine when
widespread oil substitution mightoccur.Current U.S.
petroleum policy does not meet sustainabledevelopment
criteria under any version ofthe concept and shows little
indication of doingso in the near future.
IVSummary of Section Two
Petroleum policy is a good microcosmof U.S. government
policy because oil playsa significant role in the economy
and the average citizen's lifestyle.Essentially, three
features of petroleum make itrelevant to the topic of
sustainable development.First, oil is a finiteresource
expected to last only 100years at current rates of
consumption.Oil prices are not expectedto stabilize at
levels high enough to economicallyjustify widespread oil
substitution for manyyears.Second, petroleum causes
environmental damage in theform of oil spills,smog and
related air-quality problems,and carbon dioxide emissions
that have been linked toglobal warming.Third, American
businesses, citizens, and militaryequipment all rely
heavily on petroleum, givingoil and oil prices great
influence over the nationaleconomy.50
The U.S. petroleum industry and relatedpolicy can be
roughly divided into threeeras.During its first 100
years, the industry grew rapidly and developeda close
relationship with the government, especiallyin foreign
policy issues.From 1959 to 1979, the government imposed
regulation upon the oil industry inthe form of import
quotas and price controls designed toprotect the security
of America's oil supply in the face ofincreasing U.S.
dependence on imports from countries withpotentially
volatile political situations.In 1980, oil prices were
deregulated and the currentera of market-driven or non-
intervention policy began.However, many aspects of current
oil policy could be regardedas government intervention,
including low gasoline taxes,generous subsidies to the oil
industry, and the recentwar against Iraq.
Current petroleum policy does not meet therequirements
of sustainable development.Recent failed attempts to raise
gasoline taxes, tax CO2 emissions,or offer more government
funding to alternative fueldevelopment projects indicate
the the government is not attemptingto internalize the
environmental costs of petroleumuse through market
adjustments.Neither does the governmentappear committed
to phasing-out the use of petroleum.The DOE expects oil
use to increase in coming years.Some policy efforts have
been made to promoteenergy efficiency, and the energy
intensity of the economy has declinedover the past 20
years.However, it is questionable whethercurrent policy51
measures will adequately protect the environment.Current
policy focuses on providing abundantsupplies of petroleum
rather than on addressing the long-term economicand
environmental costs of America's highlevel of oil
consumption.52
SECTION THREE:ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND U.S.POLICY
IAn Analysis
My examination of currentU.S. petroleum policy
indicates that America isnot following a policycourse in
accordance with sustainabledevelopment, does not seem
likely to adopt sustainabledevelopment objectives in the
near future, and is apparently encouragingblatently
unsustainable resourceuse.A sustainable development
agenda that corresponded to thedescription of the concept
outlined in Section One wouldlikely set the followinggoals
regarding petroleumuse:a significant reduction in oil
consumption to minimize theenvironmental problems
associated with petroleum;a more equitable distribution of
energy use at sustainable levelsamong industrialized and
developing countries, whichalso points to greatly reduced
U.S. consumption;an increase in efforts directed at
developing clean, renewablealternatives to petroleum;and
political decisions that cutoil consumption, internalize
the environmental costs ofunavoidable petroleumuse, and
facilitate widespread oilsubstitution.
Section Two showed thatcurrent U.S. petroleum policy
bears little resemblence tothe goals just described.
Policy efforts are directedat providing an adequate supply
of oil rather than at reducingconsumption or offsetting the53
environmental problems associatedwith petroleum use.Tax
mechanisms encourage the explorationand development of new
oil fields, developmentof new oil extraction technology,
and the use of gasoline.The government spends farmore
money subsidizing the oil industry andprotecting U.S.
access to Middle East oil than it doesfinancing development
of alternative or renewableenergy sources.The current
administration advocates allowingmarket prices to determine
how much petroleum is usedand when widespread fuel
switching might occur.
This apparent disregardof the concept of
sustainability seems ratherstrange, considering that
exhaustion of the world's oilsupply could occur within the
foreseeable future.Known oil reserves are expectedto last
for 50 years at currentconsumption rates, withnew oil
discoveries expected to extendthat deadline by only 50more
years. (ODOE, 1991)The United Nations' Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Changecalculated that 100 moreyears of
oil use at current rateswould contribute toa five-degree
increase in the globalmean temperature by the end of the
next century. (IPCC, 1990)While current consumptionrates
would lead to ecologicalproblems and the rapid depletionof
oil reserves, the level ofU.S. petroleum consumption isnot
expected to remain constantbut to rise.The National
Energy Strategy offered 14estimates of future oil
consumption from 12 organizations.(USDOE, 1991)The
estimates all predicteda higher level of consumptionover54
the next 20 years, with the increaseranging from
approximately six to 30 percentover the 1990 level of about
17 million barrels per day.At best, the proposals in the
NES would only cut primaryenergy demand by nine percent
over projected growth by theyear 2010. (Easterbrook, 1991)
I would like to considersome explanations for
America's failure topursue a policy course that accords
with the concept of sustainabledevelopment, recognizing
that a combination of factorsrather than a single cause is
probably responsible.Because sustainable developmentas an
integrated plan for global survivalis still a relatively
new and ill-defined concept that isprobably unfamiliar to
many legislators and the general public, itseems
unreasonable to ask why policy doesnot meet all the
requirements of sustainabledevelopment as set forth by the
WCED or others that have madea special study of it.
However, it does seem reasonable toask why policy is not
designed to achieveeven the basic common-sense goals
underlying the idea of sustainabledevelopment, namely, a
prudent use of naturalresources (especially finite
resources), a cautious stance towardactions that threaten
the integrity of the environment,consumption patterns that
are not wasteful, and planning toensure that future
generations inherit a healthyenvironment.I will first
describe some attributes ofthe American government's
structure and decision-makingprocess that play a
significant role in determiningnational policy.I will55
then offer some additionaltheories to explain the
discrepancy between sustainabledevelopment and U.S. policy.
1.Political Considerations
Interest groups that representindustries or other
social factions havea significant effect on the shape of
U.S. policy.Interest groups influence legislatorsthrough
lobbying and control ofinformation and expertise neededto
write laws.They can also shape public opinionthrough
media efforts and challengelegislative decisions in court,
among other things.Interest groups representinglarge
companies, such as membersof the oil industry, have certain
advantages over groups advocatingenvironmental protection
goals, such as energy conservation.Major companies usually
have vastly greaterresources and expertise with which to
influence government.For example, Mobil Corporation's1990
gross revenues totaled approximately $64billion. (Mobil,
1991)According to oil industryanalyst Peter Ellis Jones,
Shell has private telecommunicationsand economic
intelligence networks andgovernment relations advisorsthat
make it "probably comparableor superior to the diplomatic
services of all but the topfew international powers."
(Jones, 1988)A legislator may also besympathetically
predisposed toward oil interestgroups if his or her state's
economy relies on oil productionor energy-intensive
industries.Interest groups that representbusinesses do56
not have to spend time andresources attracting and
maintaining their membership,which gives them an advantage
over ideological groups.Environmental groups alsosuffer
from the free rider problem.Because environmentalgroups
seek benefits that cannotbe reasonably withheld from
anyone, such as improved air quality,there is an incentive
for "the rational individual[to] allow others toassume the
organizational burden and waitto reap the collective
benefits." (Schlozman, 1986)This means thatmany people in
favor of environmental protectionmay not actively support
environmental interestgroups.Although the goals of
environmental groupsmay have much broader public support
than the goals of oil companies,the free rider problem and
other disadvantages just mentionedmake it difficult for
environmental interestgroups to influence government policy
to the same degreeas the oil lobby.
Political decisions also reflecta short-term
orientation that does notfavor sustainable development
efforts.A legislator may hesitate tosponsor measures that
will bring benefits inthe distant future at thecost of
sacrifices that will be feltby the public during that
legislator's career.In fact, legislators havea strong
incentive to select policiesthat allow them to confer
immediate benefits throughthe imposition of costssome time
in the future.It is also more politicallyexpedient for
legislators to favormeasures that have clear beneficiaries.
Policy makers cannot expectto gain support through57
legislation if those it benefitsdo not realize that they
have been favoredor if its benefits are minimal andwidely
dispersed.Both the short-term orientationof political
decisions and the politicalexpediency of conferringclearly
recognized benefits tendto work against sustainable
development with its orientationtoward the future and
humanity as a whole.
The decision-makingprocess has a strong tendency to
favor incrementalismor gradual change.It would be too
costly and time consumingto amass all the information
needed to make each decisionaccording to a scientificmodel
of rational determination,assuming all thenecessary
information was available.Therefore, new policymeasures
tend to be adaptations ofexisting measuresor remedial
reponses to crises.For example, the EmergencyPetroleum
Allocation Act based its oilprice controlson the pricing
system already in place, andthe Oil Pollution Act of1990's
comprehensive oil spill preventionmeasures came after the
Exxon Valdez disaster.There is also a vital andintricate
momentum to the routine of dailylife that is antithetical
to the imposition of comprehensiveplans of reform.Changes
are ususally mild and phased-ingradually to not
significantly disrupt thecountry's daily operations.These
factors are additionalobstacles to sustainabledevelopment,
which calls for new institutionsand laws that would havea
major impact on lifestyles.
The allocation ofpower within the American political58
system also has implications for sustainabledevelopment.
When writing the Constitution,James Madison deliberately
divided power among the branchesof government and
encouraged the existence ofa plurality of groups favoring
different interests in order toprevent any single faction
from seizing control of thegovernment. (Rossiter, 1961)
Although power is often concentrated ina few hands, it is
not really centralized enough toovercome all the opposition
that might arise againsta comprehensive policy agenda that
entailed major changes in businesspractices and the
public's lifestyle.Energy conservation suffered recently
both because power is concentrated,as when the Bush
Adminstration's top three economicadvisors forced the
removal of conservationmeasures from the NES, and because
power is dispersed, as when measures to raiseCAFE standards
and gasoline taxes failed tomuster sufficient support in
Congress.Due to the power structure of thepolitical
system, even fairly widespreadsupport of sustainable
development measures among governmentplayers or support by
powerful key figures does notguarantee that the measures
will be adopted.
In summary, America's politicalsystem is characterized
by interest group influence,a short-term orientation,
incrementalism, and anuneven allocation of power.These
factors definitely influence theshape of policy.However,
I do not think that theyare the only factors involved. To
place the responsibility for policycompletely with59
politicians, interestgroups, and the nature of the
political process may exoneratethe average citizen from
blame for policy that displaysshortsightedness, but it
virtually eliminates theaverage citizen from a political
system premised on the idea of democraticparticipation.
The public is partially responsiblefor policy, if only
through mute compliance with it.I believe that at least
three factors apart from the Americangovernment's structure
and decision-makingprocess account for the virtual absence
of sustainable developmentmeasures in U.S. policy.These
factors are widespread political inactionamong citizens,
negative perceptions of sustainabledevelopment, and a
similarity between the intentionsunderlying sustainable
development and many of the problemsit seeks to solve.I
will expand on these pointsseparately.
2.Political Inaction Among Citizens
I do not think that policy embodyingsustainable
development strategies will beadopted unless the general
public clearly demonstratessupport for such measures.
Business interests wouldprobably oppose sustainable
development efforts to protectthe environment and
discipline resource consumptionbecause those efforts would
jeopardize their profitabilityor threaten their very
existence.Since businesses tend tohave a strong influence
on government due to their lobbyingadvantages, they would60
probably succeed in quashingsustainable development
measures or amending suchmeasures out of recognition in the
absence of determined opposition.This opposition might
come from environmental interestgroups, whose political
influence has grown significantlyin recent years. (Berry,
1977)In fact, one way the publiccould demonstrate its
support for sustainable developmentwould be to join such
groups.However, without more members andresources, I do
not think environmental interestgroups could establish a
new political paradigm suchas sustainable development that
differs so fundamentallyfrom current policy and wouldmeet
powerful opposition from thebusiness sector.Assuming that
a broad segment of the publicagreed with the idea of
sustainable development,there would remain the problemof
widespread political inaction.It seems common fora desire
for political change toco-exist with an overriding
disinclination to do anythingabout it.
Apathy is the purestcause of political inaction, that
is, a desire to affectpolicy is not undermined bya sense
of futility or cynicism inan apathetic person-- he or she
simply does notcare.It might seem that suchpeople are
completely dissociated from policy.However, in a sense
they do participate in thepolitical process becausethey
obey the laws that policycomprises.Pure apathy is
probably less common thana sense that individual attempts
to influence governmentactivity are futile.As communities
and government institutionshave grown larger andmore61
impersonal, the conviction that the politicalsystem is too
large or too self-contained to respondto personal efforts
has probably become more prevalent.A respondent to a 1990
New York Times/CBS News poll expressed thisattitude when
discussing her concern about the environment."No one has
been able to stop the polluting.I don't think my vote is
going to stop them.It's too big for me." (Toner, 1990)
Other participants in the poll alsovoiced feelings of
alienation and a sense that theirballot would make little
difference on the issues they caredabout.This feeling is
apparently widespread, with non-votersrepresenting the real
majority in most elections.In 1986, only 36 percent of the
voting-age public went to the polls.(Toner, 1990)
Regardless of whether voting does influencepolicy, that so
few people even make the gesturesof political participation
supports the idea that passive acceptanceof policy is the
dominant political attitude in America.Another cause of
this passivity is cynicismor a belief that the government
is too corrupt to seriously consideralternative viewpoints.
Attitudes of apathy, alienation,and cynicism may be
rational responses to the realityof government.It is hard
to imagine that one's vote, donationto an interest group,
or letter to a member of Congress will havean impact on
policy.Even relatively directaccess to policy makers does
not guarantee that one will haveany influence.For
example, although the DOE held18 public hearings around the
country and heard energy policy suggestionsfrom 44862
witnesses when preparing the NationalEnergy Strategy, three
Bush aides removed theenergy conservation measures from the
final document.Exposure of wrong doing within the
government, such as the Iran/Contra incident,supports the
idea that following acceptedprocedures for participating in
the political processmay be pointless because people in
power do not adhere to identifiable rules withconsistency.
While widespread political inactionmay have well-justified
causes, one of its results may be policy thatencourages
unsustainable resourceuse since only those groups
interested in usingresources feel compelled to participate
aggressively in the politicalprocess.The sustainable
development movement will probablyneed broad public support
to counter opposition from thebusiness and other sectors.
The general public's politicalinaction bodes ill for
adoption of sustainable developmentmeasures and may partly
explain their absence fromcurrent policy.
3.Differing Perceptions of SustainableDevelopment
Perceptions of sustainable developmentmay vary greatly
and, when negative, be used todiscredit the concept.
Current definitions of sustainabledevelopment tend to share
at least four goals:environmental protection,more
equitable and sustainableresource consumption levels,
environmentally benign technology,and an integration of
environmental and economicconsiderations in policy.63
Enactment of a sustainable developmentagenda would require
the delineation of specific proceduresfor achieveing these
goals.Creation of a detailed sustainabledevelopment plan
might be such a contentiousprocess, with many groups
seeking to achieve goals thatconflict, that consensus is
never reached.Different interests and politiciansmay
claim the appealing catchphraseand use it so many different
ways that the concept of sustainabledevelopment
loses meaning and credibility.Whether one or many versions
of the concept becomes widelyknown, sustainable development
will probably be subject toone or many of the negative
interpretations described below.
One view might be basedon the stance taken by
cornucopians, namely, that theoutlook for society and the
environment is not particularlygrim.Proponents of this
view could note that pastpredictions of resource exhaustion
and ecological doom have notmaterialized (Passell, 1990)
and that, relative tomany countries, the U.S. has a healthy
environment and tough environmentalregulations.Because
problems such as acid rain and speciesextinction are not
readily observable by mostcitizens, the simple fact that
"things look okay" lendscredence to the perspective that
sustainable development isa proposed solution for a problem
that is not really seriousor does not exist at all.
Another interpretation involvesthe often uncertain or
conflicting nature of scientificinformation.It might be
allowed that potentially dangerousenvironmental problems do64
exist but that scientific dataare not complete enough to
justify initiating major correctiveschemes.Advocates of
this view could note that predictionsof global warming
differ, dependingon the type of computer modelingprogram
used, and that some scientists believethat the reactions of
plants, clouds, and oceans to increasedCO2 levels could
offset global temperature increasessignificantly. (USDOE,
1991)Given such uncertainty aboutthe magnitude and
effects of environmental problems,it could be argued that
the wisest course is to conductmore research before
implementing policymeasures.This view casts sustainable
development in the role of prematureaction.
Sustainable development couldbe portrayed as a serious
threat to the nation'seconomy and, by extension, an attack
on the average person's standard of living.This type of
reasoning underlies the BushAdminstration's argument that
cutting U.S. emissions ofcarbon dioxide by 20 percent would
be infeasible because it wouldcost $200 billion peryear in
capital investment.(Easterbrook, 1991)Under this view,
sustainable development plansare not merely unnecessary or
premature, but a menace.
The concept could also beseen as a duplicitous device
to amass support bygroups whose motives differ from those
they profess.Because sustainable developmentcalls for
cooperation on a global leveland a redistribution of
resources, especially among industrializedand developing
nations, the concept couldbe perceived as an attempt to65
undermine national sovereignty infavor of a centralized
world government oras a ploy to subsidize private interests
in the Third World.Sustainable development could alsobe
depicted as an attempt by thegovernment to appropriate
powers now held by the market or to takecomplete control of
all the nation's naturalresources.Any of these
political/economic interpretationswould cast sustainable
development in a negative light andundermine support for
the concept.
Sustainable development couldbe viewed as a mechanism
to forestall the rigorous environmentalpreservation efforts
that some environmentalists thinkare necessary through
ratification of measures that claimto protect the
environment but are, in fact,inadequate.Under this view,
sustainable development isa plan that uses rhetoric and
symbolic political gesturesto establish legislation that
actually secures the dominance ofgroups that believe
development and economic considerationsshould determine
policy.Given growing concern aboutenvironmental issues,
this view could alienatea significant number of people from
sustainable development.
Finally, sustainable developmentcould be represented
as a utopian dream of creatinga perfect society, a sort of
perpetual motion machine,or some other improbable
achievement.Even optimistic humanitariansmust feel
skepticism at the thought ofhuman society in its currentor
a similar form enduring ad infinitum.Sustainable66
development cannot achieve legitimacy if it isequated in
the public mind with fantastic idealism.
The success of sustainable developmentdepends not only
on its policy recommendations but on how theconcept is
perceived.Sustainable development may be trivializedif it
is used in differentways by different groups.It may also
be perceived as a solution to problemsthat do not exist,
proposals based on inadequate scientificinformation, a
threat to America's standard of living,a front for groups
seeking to maintain poweror wealth, an attempt to forestall
serious environmental protection,or a plan for an
inherently impossible society.To varying degrees, these
perceptions may account for the discrepanciesbetween
sustainable development and current policy.
4.The Paradox of Sustainable Development
Another reason that U.S. policy doesnot reflect
sustainable developmentmeasures may involve a similarity
between the intentions underlying sustainabledevelopment
and the intentions underlyingmany of the problems that
sustainable development seeks tosolve, such as over-
population and environmental degradation.The most
important shared value of sustainabledevelopment and the
problems it faces is that the continuedexistence of the
human race is desirable.Sustainable development's primary
goal is to meet the needs of thepresent generation while67
sustaining a healthy environment forfuture generations.
This goal implies that human beingsare of value and that
the ability to meet human needs forsuch things as food and
shelter within a healthy environment isimportant, being
central to human existence.These two value assumptions,
that human life is of value and thatmeeting the material
needs of humans is important, underliesustainable
development.It would seem logical for the problemsthat
sustainable development seeks toremedy to be based on
different values.However, there seems to be a paradoxical
aspect to sustainable development inthat the problems and
proposed cure are based on thesame values.I will attempt
to verify this claim by examining theroots of over-
population and environmental degradation,two of the most
challenging problems facing sustainabledevelopment efforts.
Aided by improvements in agricultureand medicine that
have helped more than double theaverage life span in some
countries over the past 200years (Simon, 1989), the world's
population has been increasing.Global population, measured
at 2.5 billion in 1950, isexpected to reach 8.2 billion by
2025. (WCED, 1987)What level of population constitutes
over-population is a relative determination,probably
hinging on the quality of lifeavailable to people ina
given area.For example, a nation might be consideredover-
populated if it cannotgrow, buy, or beg enough food to
prevent widespread starvationamong its people.Over-
population might also be gaugedby the amount of stressan68
individual in a given nation exertson the environment.For
example, relatively few Americans might beviewed as a case
of over-population because theaverage American contributes
so excessively to global warming, producing19 times as much
carbon dioxide as the average citizenof India. (Passell,
1990)It might be argued that the world willnever become
over-populated because a truly high concentrationof people
would inevitably be checked by famineor war.Nevertheless,
over-population is commonly considereda problem because it
threatens the quality of life by pressuringlimited
resources and endangering the stability of socialsystems.
The average family size tends tovary by society, for
different reasons.The degree of control thatwomen have
over their lives, and the availability of andattitudes
toward birth control playa role.However, a nation's level
of industrializationseems to be the most predictable
indicator of family size. (WCED,1987)Families tend to be
smaller in industrialized countriesthan in less-developed
countries, where children often helpsupport the household
from an early age and provide for relativesthat have grown
too old to work.It might be argued that raising the
standard of living in the Third Worldwould eliminate the
economic incentive to havemany children and thus solve the
population problem.However, raising the per capita
standard of living would also raisethe degree of stress
that each individual placeson the environment, so that a
lower number of people would stillconstitute over-69
population.
Assuming that over-population is considereda serious
problem in a country, one might ask why thegovernment does
not administer mandatory sterilizationor abortions, citing
its action as an efficientmeans of sparing children the
suffering of poverty and of benefitingthe entire population
by decreasing the demandson resources.The country that
has come closest to sucha policy is China, which mandated
in 1979 that families could onlyhave one or two childrenor
face severe punishments.However, it appears that parents
often evade the penalties by givingup babies for informal
adoption, sending children to be raisedby relatives in
other areas, or managing to avoid registeringthe infants at
birth. (Kristof, 1991)I think it is extremely unlikely
that many nations would accepta policy similar to or
harsher than China's fora reason that may lie at the heart
of the question of population.I think most people find a
profound source of meaning in childrenand would violently
resist forcible attempts toprevent them from having
children.Most societies seem to acknowledgea sacred
aspect to human life.If human life is considered tohave a
sacred value, then children especiallypartake of this
inviolableness because they representthe renewal and
perpetuation of human life.This belief that human life has
value contributes to the problemof over-population and is
at the same time one of thefundamental premises of
sustainable development.70
Another serious problem facing sustainabledevelopment
is environmental degradation suchas resource depletion and
pollution.It would probably be easier to solve this
problem if those responsible for ecologicaldamage were
motivated solely by greed anda desire for profit, and if
their actions had only deleteriousconsequences.However,
most environmental damage does notstem from pure greed or a
wanton desire for destruction, butfrom efforts to provide
people with the material things andsources of energy that
they need to live comfortableor at least tolerable lives.
I do not mean to imply that businessesand industries
are altruistic or blameless.While it is clear that
activities such as mining and lumberingprovide jobs and
materials to improve people'sstandard of living, it is
equally clear that these pursuits couldbe conducted in more
environmentally sound ways.Deliberate discharges of
pollutants into the air or waterare particularly hard to
excuse and probably do result froma desire to keep as low
as possible all costs that might affecta company's profits
and the consumer's pocketbook.However, I do not think it
is realistic to say that the chiefexecutive officers of
businesses care only about profit.By itself, profit is
merely a figure to be compared withother figures on a
financial statement.A person who cared for nothing but the
difference between two numberswould be insane.The success
of a business ultimately dependsupon the performance of its
employees and the quality of itsgoods or services.The71
head of a business must care, tosome degree, about the
satisfaction of the company's employeesand customers.Even
if a business only considers itsemployees and products as
means to achieving the end of making a profit, jobsand
quality goods are a benefit to society.The making of a
profit and the creation ofsome kind of benefit to society
or some segment of society are rarely, ifever, separable.
Behind much of the development thathas buried the land and
the harm inflicted on the environment lie jobsand products
designed to make human life better, atleast from a material
point of view.The beneficial consequences of development
and resource use imply a desire to improvehuman existence,
which is also the intention underlyingsustainable
development.
While over-population and environmentaldestruction
threaten human existence, the intentionsand values that
give rise to these problemsare not necessarily
misanthropic.In fact, I think these problems largely stem
from a respect for human life anda desire to make human
life better, which are thesame goals underlying sustainable
development.This similarity of intention between
sustainable development and the problems itseeks to solve
may indicate that sustainable development isnot the
solution that its advocates claim itto be and may account
for its absence in policy.72
IIConclusion
In this paper, I presented a general picture of
sustainable development, compared it with U.S.petroleum
policy, and considered what factors might explainthe
difference in orientation between the two.The dominant
causes of the discrepancy are probably attributes of the
American political system;specifically, the influence of
business interest groups, the short-term orientationof
decision makers, incrementalism, and theuneven allocation
of power within the government.However, assigning complete
responsibility for policy to political playersand processes
is simplistic and deprives the public ofany meaningful
involvement in government.I proposed three additional
factors to account for the absence of sustainable
development measures in U.S. policy.The first was
political inaction among citizens.I suspect that a large
percentage of Americans favor the ideas representedby
sustainable development.However, because a large
percentage of the public does not voteor otherwise signal
its interest in policy, the government doesnot register
what may be the prevalent attitude of thecountry.Because
the traditionally influential business lobbygroups would
not benefit by tougher environmental laws andother changes
entailed by sustainable development, othertypes of interest
groups and the public must support the movement if it is to
succeed.I do not think that policy lacks sustainable73
development measures because the politicalprocess excludes
average citizens who favor the goals of sustainable
development.Rather, citizens decide, one by one, that they
would rather not bother participating.My second point
involved negative interpretations of sustainable
development.The concept may become trivialized by being
used in too many ways or it may be perceived by decision
makers and the public as unnecessary, premature,
detrimental, or idealistic.While such views may or may not
reflect an understanding of the concept, theymay explain
why sustainable development is stilla proposal, not a
reality.Finally, I proposed that sustainable development's
lack of success may stem from the ambiguity between solution
and problem that becomes apparentupon an examination of the
values underlying sustainable development and suchproblems
as over-population and environmental degradation.At the
root of sustainable development andmany of the problems it
seeks to solve lies a belief that human life isworthy of
respect and preservation.This similarity of fundamental
principle makes it difficult to neatlyoppose sustainable
development to various problems andpropose it as a clear-
cut cure.I think the three factors described above, in
addition to political considerations, helpaccount for the
absence of sustainable development elements inU.S. policy.
Of course, the problem remains of trying toshape the
future of a planet whose human population andenvironmental
problems will probably continue togrow and become more74
complex.Whether the current generation hasa moral
obligation to try and ensure that itsdescendants will
inherit a healthy world isa question that sustainable
development does not answer directly although itimplies
that such an obligation exists.The specifics of
sustainable developmentare not couched in moral terms.
Sustainable development does not callfor the protection of
plant and animal species because it is "right"to respect
the existence of non-human forms of lifenor does it
advocate redistributingresources because it is "unjust" for
some people to starve while other diet.Instead,
sustainable development claims thatsuch actions are in the
self-interest of each nation toensure the survival of all.
(Gallopin, 1989)Yet, in a larger sense, sustainable
development does aim to preserve the stablesocial and
environmental systems that permit moralityto exist.
Sustainable development seeks topreclude the degeneration
of civilization into an undisguisedtooth-and-nail struggle
for survival in which ethical conceptsare thrust aside.As
Hans Jonas writes,
"Once the situation becomes desparate,then
what there is to do for salvaging itmust be
done, so that there be life- which "then,"
after the storm has been weathered,can again
be adorned by ethical conduct.The moral
inference to be drawn from this lurid
eventuality of a moralpause is that we must
never allow a lifeboat situation for humanity
to arise." (Jonas, 1979)75
It is hard to argue against preventinga breakdown of
social and moral systems, whichare delicately anchored as
it is.Sustainable development deserves support if itcould
preserve or improve the world's social fabric and
environment.
Unfortunately, it is not certain that sustainable
development would be successful.The concept does not yet
represent policy recommendations specific enoughto be
considered for implementation by real-world bureaucracies
and institutions.This imprecision of definition helps give
rise to the various interpretations ofthe concept discussed
earlier.Sustainable development doesseem to imply
increased government controlover business, the environment,
and the average person's lifestyle, which willprobably not
inspire enthusiasm in the U.S., with itsantipathy toward
big government. (Huntington, 1981)Such suspicion of far-
reaching, centralized governmentpower may be well
justified.
Sustainable development representsan intensification
of the basic socializing process in whichpeople relinquish
options for individual action in order to sustaina group
structure.By means of this process, humanity hasgone from
living within kinship clans to dwellingpeacefully amid
complete strangers.Sustainable development would extend
this state of dubious community toa much larger scale,
asking the individual toassume responsibility through his
or her behavior for people in other nations and thoseyet76
unborn.While compliance with the demands of sustainable
development in the name of humanity might bea noble thing,
it might also weaken certain aspects ofcharacter ususally
listed among humanity's better attributes,such as
independence, originality, and daring.A person's
experiences often shape his or her character,and the
options for individual action might be severalyconstricted
under sustainable development.For example, environmental
and population pressures might necessitate restrictions
forbidding most people toown land or have children.It is
not certain to me that a future in which socialcontrol
grows more and more pervasive is desirable.To preserve the
human species no matter what the cost to its humanitywould
be a mistake.
Sustainable development does not have to bean
oppressive regime that stunts the individualin the name of
the species.However, specific sustainable development
proposals should be considered carefully by decisionmakers
and citizens to ensure that they do not manifestthis
tendency.Even if a comprehensive sustainable development
agenda is not enacted, examination of theconcept may
encourage a more sincere commitment by government to give
the environment fair consideration in policy.The public
may realize more clearly that many of the productsand
processes that constitute the American standard of living
actually detract from the quality of lifeby causing
pollution and other forms of environmentaldamage.But77
before sustainable development caneven figure prominently
in the national dialogue, the public mustshow more interest
in affecting the content of policy, thedefinition and
specific recommendations of sustainabledevelopment will
have to be clarified, and a greater understandingof the
values underlying the world's problems will haveto come
about.
Sustainable development may not be successfuland, even
if it is, may not significantly reducehuman suffering or
improve mankind's moralsense.Yet the concept is a
worthwhile attempt to look seriously at thefuture.The
world has shrunk during the past few centuriesand
recklessness of any kind seems to be increasingdangerous.
The idea of sustainable developmentarose with humanity's
maturity and has the sober, unavoidableaspect of an adult
responsibility.78
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